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woman I cannot give this argument its full weight.

_ But a hint is sufficient, -and 1 presume you will

not deny the truth of my assertion. 

HORTENSIUS: I am astonished-admonished- and

convinced! -1 cannot deny the truth of what you

have advanced, I confess that a reformation 1s in•

deed wanting in the mode of Educat ion of the youth

of our sex. 
SOPHRONIA: Of both sexes you may say .. 

It is now that I may enter upon my off ice of

M;dc�ator.-Hor!tns1us would proh1b1t the reading

all Novels in order to exclude the bad ones. Eu

phrasia would make a separation in favour of works of

Genius, taste, and morality, she would rccom�nd

such methods of preventing the mischiefs ansing

from novel reading, as arc moderate, prudent, and

above all practicablt. 
The objections to bad books of this species, are

equally applicable to all other kinds of wnting, -

indecent novels, indecent plays, essays, memoirs. di
alogues are equally to be exploded: but 1t does not 
follow that all these kinds of writing are to be ext1r
pated, because some are bad lly the same kind of 
reasoning we might plead for the prohib,uon of all 
k inds of writing; for excellent and unexceptionable 
works of every species, may be contrasted with 
vicious and immoral ones. All these objections 
amount to no more than that bad books are bad 
things, but shall we therefore prohibit reading> 

HORTENSIUS You have spoken to some purpose -1 
know that mine is an U1op11rn scheme, and I acknowl
edge that Euphras,a's 1s practicable, if parents and 
guardians would give due attention to 1t. 

EUPHRASIA: Then we are agreed at last,-Select1on i� 
to be strongly recommended, and good books to be 
carefully chosen by all that are concerned in the ed 
ucation of youth 
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